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Alessandro Benvenuti blazes a fusion trail with all-instrumental, high-powered guest guitarists, such as

the world-renowned Frank Gambale and Prashant Aswani. 8 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Jazz Fusion, ROCK:

Instrumental Rock Details: * Alessandro has just finished his debut album entitled "Sonic Design." *

"Sonic Design" features 2 tracks with world-renowned Guitarist Frank Gambale (Chick Corea, Vital

Information). Prashant Aswani(Greg Howe, Herbie Hancock) is also featured on one track of Alessandro's

debut solo album. * Alessandro collaborated with Joy Malcolm of the world famous band Incognito. This

album is been released in all Europe in the Spring of 2002 on Oxyd Records. * Alessandro writes an

instructional column entitled "Tech 'n Tone" for Italy's number one guitar publication, Axe Magazine. *

Alessandro is a top instructor at The Guitar Cap Music Institute in Rome, Italy. * The last four years

Alessandro has been performing at Italy's largest outdoor festival (Foro Italico, Stadium of Rome). Among

the performers were Mark Knopfler (Dire Strates), Ronnie James Dio, and Jethro Tull. * Alessandro

performs throughout Italy with his progressive rock band Alter Ego. They are currently in rehearsal for

their album entitled "Messiah of Silence." * Psycho released a compilation CD featuring Alessandro with

his band Alter Ego, Judas Priest, Stratovarious, Hammerfall, and Napalm Death. * In addition to his live

performance and instructional skills Alessandro is also a excellent session player. He works at Circe

Digital Studios, Blue Lab Studios, and Rodgers Digital Studios. * Alessandro recently performed on a

national television show entitled "Speciale POP." RAI sponsored this event and aired the show

internationally. Alessandro is scheduled to perform again sometime this year. * Alessandro has had many

great reviews and interviews with leading rock magazines such as Chitarre, Metal Shock, Flash, and

Psycho. * Alessandro endorses Peavey guitars, Mesa Boogie Amps, and Seymour Duncan PickUps.
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